PLANS FOR 2018 - The Way Forward
“2018 is one of the most worrying years I have known in 17 years”
Patricia Parker MBE Founder Kids for Kids

Dear Friends
I have just come from our 2018 Programme Meetings. It has taken four months to set up these crucial
meetings - discussions which at times were very distressing. I was so happy to see our team from Darfur
after so many months, but shocked to learn that only a few villages in the far north have at least some
harvest to rely on for food this summer. Many villages have less than 10% of a harvest which should have
fed them through the year, until the rains come when they can plant again. Countless mothers have been left
on their own, struggling to find food for their children and animals, as fathers and older sons have left home
in a desperate search for ways to feed their families. Failed harvests - three years running in some areas soaring inflation, the massive devaluation of the Sudanese pound, plus temperatures far above the seasonal
average, have combined to create a disastrous scenario. Animals, too, have nothing to eat. We must do
something, and fast.
Animals at equal risk: Our Patron, Joanna Lumley, said that “the health of the animals is closely linked to
the health of the children”. Goat’s milk is desperately needed to help prevent starvation in children. When
there is drought, grass too is sparse. Despite walking miles to collect hay, families have not been able to
save enough for summer fodder. The young, both children and our goat kids, will be the first to succumb.
What can we do to help?
1 sack of seed (millet or sorghum) plus 10 bundles of fodder initially for 3,000 families each in the worst hit
of our villages. This should be sufficient for 3 months for a family of 6. If the rains come in June as would
be normal, there should then be hope of a new harvest.
Plus: 1 sack of seed for planting. A huge number of families have had no alternative but to eat the seed
which they need for planting. Without help they will have nothing to plant for next year.
Action: I have ordered the emergency aid and seed. However, fodder may not be enough to keep the
animals healthy and I am also seeking supplementary food for our goats; whatever it takes. We will do all
we can to help families survive until the next rains.
Reserves: It is too early to know the full extent of how much we are going to need for this emergency. We
are starting with 3,000 families but there may be many more who need our help. Although we have planned
further sustainable projects for remote villages, we will delay implementation of those items that are not
urgently needed, in case more emergency help is needed.
Sustainable help: 29 villages were on our short list this year, begging us to adopt them. Having assessed
the situation at length with our team, we have decided to adopt five villages this year: Javina, Matawy,
Teiga, Um Gulla & Um Jum Jum – 3,073 children whose lives will be transformed long term. I had also
hoped to adopt El Kouma, but having heard the extent of the emergency we decided it is wiser to leave El
Kouma, which is the largest, for us to adopt next year. We have proved beyond doubt that by providing our
unique package of grassroots projects we will not just put sticking plaster on a problem, we will be
addressing the problem itself. By ensuring people have something to fall back on when their staple crop
fails, we are giving them not just a stop gap, but our goat loans help them onto the first step of the ladder out
of poverty, empowering women to take decisions for their own families.
Owning animals is the difference between basic survival and improving your own future. But it is not
just our goats; our donkeys too are worth their weight in gold. They are not just pack animals; they can also
provide additional income. Blankets and mosquito nets are luxuries in the straw huts of Darfur, yet the
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impact they have on children’s health is dramatic. A donkey plough helps a family cultivate more land.
They might even be able to grow vegetables. Our Kindergartens, Health Units and Veterinary Centres are
changing village life. Add to that, the overwhelming impact of water, close at hand, on an entire
community, and you will see why every one of us at our meetings was determined that we should adopt as
many villages as possible, despite the size of the emergency.
Our plans for the year are ambitious. They have to be. It would be difficult to imagine children
surviving in harsher conditions anywhere in the world, in huts made of straw, sleeping on the bare sand, a
life of endless struggle.
1- Emergency assistance. Emergency food, fodder & seed for planting for a minimum of 3,000
families affected by failed harvest – first priority. More may be needed.
2- Adoption of 5 new villages – including water, goats, donkeys, blankets, mosquito nets, jerry cans,
donkey ploughs, training, health care, veterinary care, trees, chickens and more.
3- Distribution of mosquito nets to the 24 villages on this year’s shortlist which we are not adopting.
4- Survey, drilling & installation of 10 hand pumps for villages adopted in 2017/2018.
5- New submersible solar pump to supply water to 6 communities.
6- Upgrade 2 handpumps to solar power submersible pumps (water for 12 communities) – more needed.
7- First aid Worker training for villages adopted in 2017/2018.
8- Refresher training for 20 Kids for Kids trained First Aid Workers (pilot project).
9- Training of existing Traditional Birth Attenders encouraging the abolition of FGM (pilot project).
10- Completion of training for 33 village midwives – provision of equipment.
11- Refresher training for 20 existing Kids for Kids Village Midwives (pilot project) in collaboration with
State Ministry of Health.
12- Provision of drugs to midwives and first aid workers for revolving schemes.
13- Water tanks, water carts, equipment, first aid kits & educational toys for 5 Kindergartens.
14- Annual Review Meetings for villages adopted in 2016 – essential to ensure sustainability.
15- Equipment for 3 new Health Units.
16- Bi-annual Goat Rotation: Kulkul, Alsahil, Kerati, Deshma, Adam Bakhit, Kamala Kira, Mireikhis.
17- 1,000 forest and fruit trees – 2017 & 2018 villages.
18- Five Year Project to provide 3 new Community Forests and improvement to 4 existing forests, in
collaboration with the Forestry Department.
19- Distribution of water carts and jerry cans to 2015, 2016, 2017 & 2018 villages.

We cannot do this alone. We do not know how much emergency aid we will need.
Please see our website for up to date news.
Thank you so much for your support. Our team from Darfur expressed again and again how much Kids for
Kids means to them. Many organisations are copying our goat loans, but they say ours “is the Gold
Standard”. Our Project Implementation Manual is being used to help others plan projects.
Apologies by the way, if you have already sent back our GDPR form to enable us to keep you on our
database. I am so worried about losing you! Please do fill it in if you have not done so already.
My warmest wishes,
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